Sir,

I have the honour, upon instructions of the Secretary-General, to inform you that, in a communication dated 3 June 1971, the Government of Fiji informed him that it had selected the letters "FJI" as the distinguishing sign of vehicles in international traffic registered in its territory, pursuant to section 3 of Annex 4 of the Convention on Road Traffic, signed at Geneva on 19 September 1949.

A formal notification of succession by Fiji to the said Convention has not yet been received by the Secretary-General. Reference is made, however, to a previous communication dated 10 October 1970, which was circulated on 16 October 1970 under ref. LE 222 FIJI, in which the Government of Fiji acknowledged in principle its succession to all treaties entered into by the government of the United Kingdom and which had been made applicable to Fiji before it attained independence.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Constantin A. Stavropoulos
The Legal Counsel
93 MEMBER STATES PLUS 4 NON-MEMBERS

ENGLISH AND SPANISH

AFGHANISTAN       HUNGARY
AUSTRALIA         ICELAND
AUSTRIA           INDIA
BAHRAIN           IRAQ
BARBADOS          IRELAND
BHUTAN            ISRAEL
BOTSWANA          JAMAICA
BRAZIL            JAPAN
BURMA             JORDAN (HASHEMITE)
BYELORUSSIAN SSR  KENYA
CANADA            KUWAIT
CEYLON            LESOTHO
CHILE             LIBERIA
CHINA             LIBYAN ARAB REPUBLIC
COLOMBIA          MALAWI
COSTA RICA        MALAYSIA
CUBA              MALDIVES
CYPRUS            MALTA
CZECHOSLOVAKIA    MAURITIUS
DENMARK           MEXICO
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC MONGOLIA
ECUADOR           NEPAL
EL SALVADOR       NETHERLANDS
ETHIOPIA          NEW ZEALAND
FIJI              NIGERIA
FINLAND           NORWAY
GHANA             OMAN
GREECE            PAKISTAN
GUATEMALA         PANAMA
GUAYANA           PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC
HONDURAS          REPUBLIC OF YEMEN

CORRESPONDENCE UNIT

PHILIPPINES
POLAND
PORTUGAL
QATAR
SAUDI ARABIA
SIERRA LEONE
SINGAPORE
SOMALIA
SOUTH AFRICA
SPAIN
SUDAN
SWAZILAND
SWEDEN
SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC
THAILAND
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
TURKEY
UGANDA
UKRAINIAN SSR
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST
REPUBLICS
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
VENEZUELA
YEMEN
YUGOSLAVIA
ZAMBIA

NON-MEMBER STATES

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF)
KOREA (REPUBLIC OF)

COPY SENT TO:

- 4 Information Centres
  - Mr. Lazovski, Bulevar 2561
  - Mr. E. Perievski, Secretary-General, World Touring and Automobile Organising
  - Mr. P. Deten, Juriste Principal, Geneva
  - Director, Transport Division, FIA, Geneva

INFORMATION COPY SENT TO: FIJI

ALSO SENT TO:

ECLA, ECE, EGYPE